In recent years the Web has evolved substantially, transforming from a place where we primarily find information to a place where we also leave, share and keep it. This presents a fresh set of challenges for the management of personal information, which include how to underpin greater awareness and more control over digital belongings and other personally meaningful content that is hosted online. In the study reported here, we follow up on research that suggests a sense of ownership and control can be reinforced by federating online content as a virtual, single store; we do this by conducting interviews with 14 individuals about their Web-based content. Participants were asked to give the researchers a tour of online content that is personally meaningful to them; to perform a search for themselves in order to uncover additional content; and to respond to a series of design envisionments. We examine whether there is any value in an integrated personal archive that would automatically update and serve firstly, as a source of information regarding the content within it (e.g. where it is stored, who has the rights to it), and secondly, as a resource for crafting personal artefacts such as scrapbooks, CVs and gifts for others. Our analysis leads us to reject the concept of a single archive. Instead, we present a framework of five different types of online content, each of which has separate implications for personal information management.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the Web has become a nexus for sharing, publishing, and storing personal content. It is a place where most of us leave a substantive digital footprint, through deliberate design as we publish media, but also indirectly, through communicative activities and by sharing content within our social networks. In other words, whether we mean it to or not, the Web has increasingly become a place where much of our personal content is archived. Indeed, recent features like Facebook's Timeline acknowledge the potential value of archiving new forms of content, such as social media. Such shifts raise the question of what this user-contributed content means for the future of the Web and Web-based services. Moreover, what kinds of tools do people need to manage, maintain, keep, and keep track of the content that matters to them on the Web?
Consider, for example, one personal media type: photos. At first blush, the problem seems tractable: most of us share informal photos with friends and family on a few social media sites like Facebook and Twitter or via email. We may keep our more artistic photographic efforts on a site like Flickr to reach a different audience (other serious amateur photographers, perhaps). We may use a generalized Cloud storage service on the Web, say Dropbox, to back up photos from our phone's camera and to move the photos between devices before selecting the ones we want to share or publish. But there may also be other photos we care about. Someone may have tagged us in their own Facebook photos; these photos can disappear without warning. Furthermore, Web sites and services are not static: a service can be shut down or an account can go dormant; we can forget how to access it; or we can forget it even exists. We may keep some of our photos by reference, e.g. by URLs that lead to someone else's Dropbox, or as email attachments kept on temporary storage. Indeed, loss on the Web has been attributed to many sources other than technology failure [8] [13] and a person's sense of ownership may extend beyond her own photos [14] .
Recent research has indicated that the lack of certainty as to where content that is hosted online really is has consequences for one's sense of control and ownership over it [18] . Yet, research has pointed to the value of underpinning this. Work with teenagers [19] and new university students [1] has illustrated how virtual artefacts such as Facebook photos and chat logs are printed off and displayed on bedroom walls or pasted into scrapbooks. Other work has found people may have alternative strategies, such as downloading content onto laptops and other local devices to create a stronger sense of ownership [18] . However, these approaches mean that potentially interesting digital attributes and social metadata, such as comments, tags, and likes, may be either lost or fixed in time. Giving users the ability to feel in control of online content, whilst at the same time being able to retain some of its valuable digital attributes, is an area worth exploring [6] .
One way to meet this challenge is to provide tools that recognise that users may want more awareness of and control over their online digital belongings. Various researchers have suggested that ownership and control might be reinforced by federating content as a virtual, single store, although their suggestions differ in terms of how personal content ought to be pulled together and managed, and what it will be used for once it has been created. On the one hand, Odom et al. [18] propose an archive be constructed by unifying content in a virtual way from many distributed online sources, so that it can be viewed and managed as a whole. Alternatively, Marshall [11] suggests such an archive be created by federating metadata records in a centralized store until the actual online venues disappear, so that the content can be automatically saved at that time. The first solution assumes on-going interaction and crafting; the second, benign neglect. But both solutions raise a deeper question of federation: does it make sense to bring dispersed online personal resources back together as an archive?
In the research we report here, we sought to address this question first and foremost, and examine whether there is any value in an integrated personal archive that would automatically update and serve as a source of information regarding the content within it (e.g. where it is stored, who has the rights to it). Relatedly, we explore whether this might then serve as a resource for crafting personal artefacts, such as scrapbooks, CVs and gifts for others. Such a tool is predicated on the assumption that people are interested in Web content that is about them, and that they might wish to find, keep, and use it to create new digital forms.
We explore these questions through interviews with 14 individuals, who were asked to give researchers a tour of personally meaningful online content, to search for themselves on the Web to uncover extra content that they might not be aware of or had forgotten about, and finally, to respond to a series of sketches, showing potential ways in which this content might be viewed together and managed, as well as serving as the basis for additional creative activities.
RELATED WORK
As indicated above, our study was motivated by an overarching question: is it valuable to be able to view and manage dispersed online resources together? We chose to address this by exploring the concept of an integrated personal archive, a notion that finds some support from previous work. Research on archiving has investigated both physical and digital content, and many researchers have tried to address both within the same studies. However, while studies of cherished physical materials have revealed a rich array of archiving practices, studies of digital content can, in contrast, highlight how easily the content can become lost or forgotten. Part of this contrast seems to hinge on the different ways in which digital and physical content can be stored and how they are then encountered. For example, Kirk and Sellen [10] have argued that the archiving of cherished objects entails their being enmeshed in the material fabric of the home. They separate materials that are displayed, e.g. a photo; objects that are used, e.g. a grandmother's ladle; and objects that are stored away, e.g. the family china. Together, these materials support a range of values, including defining the self (e.g. by displaying a particular photo), connecting with the past (e.g. by using the ladle), and fulfilling duty (e.g. by keeping the china safe, even if it is not to your taste).
However, this distinction between safeguarding, using and displaying physical mementos does not really extend to digital content. Digital things tend not to support functional storage, and while they might be put on display (e.g. a favourite photo might be selected as a screensaver), this often involves assigning a specific action to a file rather than changing one's understanding of where it is stored. Instead, digital file storage tends to mix the special and the mundane, prioritizing characteristics such as media type (e.g. having a folder for all photos), or relying on the default locations specified by software (and this is increasingly so, given the shift to operating systems which render the file hierarchy invisible [6] ). Having been filed away in this manner, digital content is infrequently sorted, distilled or even encountered [20] , and while this neglect is usually unintentional [11] , it nevertheless results in users finding it surprisingly difficult to pinpoint their valued digital content. People struggle to specify notable digital mementos [21] , and even when they do remember a specific artefact (such as a favourite photo), they can find it difficult to locate, becoming frustrated and concerned in the process [27] . As noted though, benign neglect can be less risky than ill-conceived personal information management strategies. For example, the British Library's Digital Lives program [8] and also Marshall, McCown and Nelson [13] have highlighted the problems of storing digital possessions in the Cloud. These are often lost, simply because accounts are forgotten or become impossible to access, or because policies are misunderstood. Furthermore, research has suggested that users have a weakened sense of possession over content that is stored in the Cloud [18] ; the ambiguity regarding where precisely it is stored somehow undermines this.
The research described so far is predicated on the familiar notion of standalone artefacts that can be managed, such as photos that can be filed away in a folder, or uploaded to the Cloud. However, personal digital content is increasingly taking forms that move away from this fundamental concept. Indeed, in the same way that material things become enmeshed in the fabric of the home [10] , we might consider personal digital things as becoming increasingly integrated in the fabric of the Web. For example, Harper et al. [6] point to social media as things that one might wish to download or otherwise act upon, but that do not support the simple range of actions normally associated with files. One cannot, for example, simply save a status update as a standalone object, or copy a photo that integrates the social metadata that is associated with it. Harper et al. suggest new actions are needed, which better enable users to act upon, and thus feel in control of, their online content. They suggest that such actions are essential if users are to have a greater sense of control, and ability to manage, digital content in a socially-networked world. Furthermore, sharing via social media raises questions regarding who might have the right to save or copy content. People feel that they can save and reuse photos taken and posted by others [14] , and recent studies have indicated that users (particularly teenagers and young adults) download and print out social media, sometimes along with its metadata (such as comments), for display or to be incorporated into scrapbooks [19] [1] . We might expect this to be especially true for personally relevant social media, such as photos that one is tagged in; tagging might be interpreted as a way of extending ownership [1] .
In this paper, we take a personal archiving stance toward federating disparate content sources. We focus on content that might be kept over time, abstracted from its immediate use, rather than a personal information management (PIM) perspective that focuses on how this content may be managed in the context of daily activities. Yet there is much to be learned from a PIM approach, because it harbours many of the same assumptions as a unified archive does: the need for a uniform, user-defined, underlying schema [9] ; that fragmentation can be conquered using a linked object-based approach [25] ; that search may be more important than structure for eventual access [3] [4] ; and that use can pivot around a central organizing paradigm such as email [2] . We suggest that this literature be kept in mind as a resource for design once the basic concepts underlying a unified archive have been tested, as we do in the remainder of this paper.
METHOD 3.1 Participants
We interviewed 14 individuals, 8 in the UK and 6 in the USA. We specifically recruited people who we expected to have a substantial online presence (e.g. musicians, serious amateur photographers, bloggers, and gamers), in addition to users of widelyadopted social networking services such as Facebook. We were careful to include two digital natives amongst our participants, whom we might expect to demonstrate different keeping and sharing practices than other cohorts (see e.g. [19] ). See Table 1 
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While the inindings that those found cally during ctions to the as about the automatic construction of an integrated archive and the crafting activities that it might enable, are presented separately. In the following section, we focus on the online content that was uncovered during the online tour and through self-search, and reveal how uploading content and supporting its re-finding was part of a broader approach to managing digital possessions online. This treatment of the Web as a relatively permanent site for storage was nevertheless juxtaposed with evidence that participants led a trajectory across online services and social media accounts, embracing and then abandoning them with remarkable consistency.
Personally Meaningful Content Online
The What happened to content outside of their immediate control? Did they handle content they created differently to that which they actively curated? How were obsolete profiles handled? The activity of self-searching often arose naturally as part of the online tours, and when this did not occur we asked participants to search for themselves once the online tour was complete. Although this tended to produce content similar to that already discussed, we asked participants to elaborate and refine their search terms, or tailor them for different profiles (including pseudonyms), with the aim of finding as much content as possible.
In what follows, we explore two overarching themes that emerged from the data: the Web as a reliable location that was incorporated into personal information management, and the trajectories that participants had experienced in moving across different online services and user accounts.
Personal Information Management Online
One of the main observations to come out of the online tour was that the uploading of user-generated content, as well as the curation of content generated by others, was part of a wider process of personal information management. This type of behaviour is known to be undertaken by a large proportion of Web users; recent statistics show that 46% of US adults who are online upload their own photos and videos to the internet, while 41% curate photos and videos they find there [22] . Here we examine some of the reasons driving, and values supported by, these activities.
Websites as Archival
Most straightforwardly, our participants considered some of the content that they showed us to have been archived on the Web. These archives might encompass content that solely existed online (e.g. emails in sites like Gmail), content that was backed up to an online location (Todd, who saw his tweets as a significant part of his professional online presence, backed them up to his WordPress blog) or content that was explicitly uploaded (e.g. photos on sites like Flickr). This reflected something of a shift from local storage, with Ava noting during her interview, "I am not really talking about my actual devices in terms of file storage at all now, which is quite weird". Typically, these websites had certain archival qualities. Both Flickr and Gmail were noted for making content "searchable" (Oliver), and sites such as Gmail are perfectly suited to the benign neglect that users often demonstrate when it comes to managing their content. Some participants, such as Jane, confessed to never deleting any emails and relying entirely on Gmail's search feature to manage her email. Todd, who no longer accessed his Pro Flickr account, nevertheless continued to pay for the storage because Flickr's keywords and geo-tags made it "important to me in terms of finding stuff and retrieving things".
Interestingly, the process of uploading content to the Web, and of deciding where to put it, was integral to some of the decisionmaking that underpins personal information management. Oliver "triaged" his photos, with only "the ones that I like" going to Flickr, and Ava, who also had a Pro Flickr account, uploaded only "good photos" from her "proper camera" to the site. For both, the process of uploading to Flickr was part of a wider process of digital archiving, which entailed deciding which images were worth keeping, and which were not. Interestingly, this decision was also sometimes bound up with which sites participants uploaded content to. Ava noted that photos that were "just capturing a moment out with friends" were not backed up, although they were posted to Facebook. In other words, despite being stored online in much the same way as a Flickr collection, content posted to Facebook was not seen as having been secured. This may be partly related to the quality of the online versions, but for Ava, there was also a conceptual distinction between the two sites. One site was archival, for things she wanted to keep, the other ephemeral, for things she wanted to share in the moment.
In addition to being part of the process of deciding which content is worth keeping, uploading content to the internet was also a way of making certain it was accessible to specific others. Amongst our US participants especially, we found instances where couples shared a content repository, usually of photos or videos. 
Finding as a Proxy for Keeping
In addition to websites that are recognised as repositories for particular types of content, such as photos or emails, participants included websites in their online tours that enabled them to keep track of content that had been uploaded by others. Sometimes this content was closely linked to the participant. For example, Sophie was tagged in 3,063 photos on Facebook, comprising those she had uploaded herself and those added by friends, the lines of ownership being blurred between the two. Similarly, friends of Charlie had uploaded videos of some of his gigs, tagging them with his Facebook profile: "I think there's four bits of live footage, [by] people at the gig who we knew .. I've got links to them". Being able to re-find this content was seen as something of a proxy for ownership; "having links" to photos and videos was described in similar terms to "having" the content itself.
This equating of re-finding and keeping was also extended to content that had no relation to the participant other than they had chosen to collect it. Ava described using a mixture of online re-sources to curate online content, enabling her to make it re- 
Keeping the Whole
Mary's realisation points to the complexity of backing up this type of content. She does not wish to back up the component parts of her Pinterest collection; she wants to back up her whole "wedding". Todd provided two further examples that illustrate the difficulty of backing up content that is entwined with a website. The first related to a desire to be able to download his dog's Facebook page, a site which had seen lively social activity as he, his wife, and their friends interacted and shared photos, but which was due to be removed by Facebook. The second was associated with his earlier appearance as a contestant on a TV game show, the details of which had been documented on a website maintained by obsessive fans. In both cases, Todd had contemplated ways of keeping the content, although none were satisfying. 
Summary
To sum up, some digital content is valuable in and of itself. Other content is valuable as part of a collection, or as a more complex digital entity. The value of user-generated content that can be manipulated as standalone artefacts, such as photos, can be reinforced through their being archived or shared on certain sites (e.g. where posting to Flickr reinforces the status of "good photos"), and this additionally serves as a means of backup. However, much of the content that only exists online is not backed up. Sometimes this reflects a belief that it can easily be re-found; sometimes it is not clear how one could back it up in a meaningful way.
Trajectories across Sites
That so few of our participants made efforts to back up their online content leads us to one of the contradictions in our data. In general, participants treated the Web as a means to archive or otherwise reliably re-find their content. Yet most also had a history of embracing and then abandoning particular websites and user accounts. As already noted, Todd's Pro Flickr account was something that he "used to be really engaged by", yet he almost forgot it when sketching out his content because he no longer actively used it. Such narratives tally with recent statistics: 20% of online adults in the US who do not currently use Facebook say they once did [23] . In this section, we explore some of the reasons why old accounts are abandoned in favour of new ones, and the consequences of this trajectory for digital possessions.
Reasons for Abandonment
A number of reasons for abandonment were evident in the data. Straightforwardly, turning points such as the need to pay for additional storage (such as when Charlie reached the limits of his free SoundCloud account), or even to maintain a for-pay account (such as Charlie's Pro Flickr account) could trigger a shift to an alternative site or signal the decline of a previously much-used one. But such triggers cannot offer a full explanation for why participants moved from one website to another. Indeed, some participants, such as Todd, continued to pay for accounts that they did not use.
Thus, we focus on two further reasons why participants moved on from sites they had previously favoured. 
Consequences of Abandonment
Unsurprisingly, this movement from site to site led to loss of access to old accounts. Jane commented that she had started a blog once, and tried out related to what she described as the "call to action" that LinkedIn represents. She is concerned that her disused profile will set false expectations or invite contact based on outdated information. For similar reasons, Jane had deleted the online dating profile through which she met her husband. Jane did, however, bemoan the fact that she could no longer access this profile:
"In fact that was really annoying, the fact that you can't go back to your profile, you can't find it again. Because when I got married I wanted to, in my speech, quote some things from [my husband]'s initial profile and I tried to go back and find what he'd written, but we'd both deleted our profiles."
It is easy to see why Jane deleted her account; keeping an online dating profile once in a relationship can clearly create a set of problematic social expectations. Once it was gone though, there was no way of recovering the content.
Reasons for Keeping
Given that abandoned social network profiles tended to be encountered without nostalgia, it is interesting to unpack more carefully why they were kept at all. 
t think that it is precious in any way … In fact I have logged in very, very recently but that was because I was trying to, in fact that is probably one of the reasons why you don't delete these things. My friend is getting married and I was trying to find his address somewhere".
Yet being wedded to a site made some participants uneasy. Oliver described how he was taking steps to "make me less dependent on the Flickr", so as to avoid "the entrapment of forever having to archive stuff there". He had found a program that could download his Flickr archive and import it into iPhoto whilst retaining the tags, and had started the lengthy process of converting his entire archive. Similarly, Todd cited Twitter and Tumblr as potentially dangerous, because of the difficulty of pulling his content off of the sites.
Summary
User accounts are embraced and then abandoned as social networks migrate and fresh, innovative, features are introduced via new sites. Old profile pages may be kept, but these are a source of unease if public-facing because of the inaccurate message they convey. Consequently, profile pages are frequently hidden, deleted or revamped. If profiles are kept, it is typically for pragmatic reasons, such as access to a social graph, rather than nostalgia.
Responses to Sketches
In the final part of the interview, participants were asked to react to a series of design sketches. In this section, we examine some of the supporting assumptions, drawing on the (sometimes surprisingly adamant) responses of our participants. In particular, we highlight difficulties associated with the melding of distinct online identities, the long-term value of social media, and the applicability of paper-based genres (like scrapbooks and photo albums) to digital content.
A Single Archive Cannot Represent the Different Facets of Self
One of the main difficulties that participants expressed regarding the concept of an integrated archive related to this most fundamental aspect of it: its integration. The content that participants encountered during the online tour and self-search exercise was distributed across a variety of online repositories and social media profiles, and this distribution was meaningful. Content on different sites related to different facets of self, being associated with different online identities and intended for different audiences (see also [5] ).
For example, Ava described her use of Pinterest as "completely different from anything else that I do online … I don't even know if I would really like to engage either my friends or my professional contacts, because it is just really housewifey". Most partic-
ipants had a professional identity that they wished to keep separate from other traces of their online behaviour. This was generally achieved through the use of different pseudonyms; for example, the musicians amongst our participants had various artists' profiles, which typically could not be connected to work-related identities. However, and as Ava's comment also indicates, this disconnect could not simply be viewed in terms of professional vs. non-professional. Various non-professional personas were also deemed to be distinct from personal identifies. Oliver said of his Flickr account, "it would be impossible to link it to my name", going on to comment, "it's a very public private thing but, yes, it's just got nothing to do with me. You know?" That a repository of 13,000 photos built up over many years has "nothing to do with me" seems a strong statement, but it was not unique. Thomas described his YouTube videos, which included content generated by, and featuring, himself, with the remarkably similar phrase: "this isn't necessarily me".
While the disconnect between different types of content is certainly related to self-presentation to others (participants relied on certain sites being visible only to specific audiences to preserve their privacy in an online, and very public, space), it is also a reflection of how participants understood themselves, and managed their own digital content. Mary knew that content to provide inspiration for her wedding was on Pinterest, while her outdated resume was hosted on LinkedIn. Presenting content from these two sites in the same folder then becomes problematic, and undoes much of the conceptual work that has already gone into managing it. Put simply, a central archive mixed things that simply weren't seen as belonging together.
Social Media Does Not Need to be Archived
Another problem with our envisioned integrated archive was that the type of content that dominated our sketches -Facebook updates, tweets, and other social media -was not seen as worth keeping by participants. Rather, this content was seen as ephemeral and not valuable in the long term. 
An Archive Should Contain the Remarkable (and Remarked Upon)
The previous point brings us to a quality that participants believed archives should have: they should only contain content about the "key events, like you'd have some of your wedding photos and some of your baby photos" (Jane). This emphasis goes some way to explaining why only certain types of lost content were missed; the online dating profile that formed the basis for your first date with your husband, or your first social network, might fall under this category.
Interestingly, social media was seen differently when participants focused on remarkable events; special events were likely to be documented and commented upon, and these comments, tweets, etc., might be worth keeping. However, difficulties in drawing on content generated by others were also highlighted. Firstly, it is not necessarily the route to finding content that is meaningful to users. 
Value May be Realised through Crafting
As participants were generally uninterested in the idea of archiving online content about themselves, we might expect the notion of using it as a resource in crafting to be similarly rebuffed. However, some participants did see value in being able to draw together their online media -especially media pertaining to key events in their lives -in new and expressive ways.
For this reason, the photo album sketch was one of the most popular of the design envisionments presented to participants. The focus on a single event (in the example, a birthday party) that was significant enough to be associated with media hosted across various sites, resonated with participants. Other sketches were well-received by individual participants for a range of idiosyncratic reasons. For example, Jane saw a value in creating an archive for her baby son; Mary saw the potential of collaging for family members; Jacob, who had recently graduated, spoke of his need for a digital portfolio; both Lynn ("I can see last time I ran was the 18 th ") and Vincent ("I have these thoughts. I type them... And you have all the things you worked on before that. And I need to do these things in the future. It helps you organize yourself") saw the mixed-media journal as potentially helpful from a life-hacker perspective. However, while the journal's pragmatic aspect held sway with Vincent, he was the most sceptical about the emotional resonance of the crafted material. After the interviewer finished describing the sketches, he became exasperated: 
Discussion
The analysis presented above highlights various ways in which the Web is used as part of a personal information management strategy, but it also reveals how, despite the investment that is made with regard to particular websites, it is not uncommon for these to be abandoned or overhauled, practices that inevitably lead to loss of content. Despite the potential for loss, however, participants rejected the notion of a single integrated archive. The concept mixed content that was, in their view, distinct and more usefully kept separate. In this discussion, we tease apart five types of content identified through our analysis, each of which offers different implications for design. We then use these distinctions to explore how the Web and Web services can better support the personal archival practices that are already informally in place.
Five Types of Content
The categorical distinctions we discuss hinge on three recurring themes we observed in the data: The interplay between these themes helps to distinguish the types from one another and to work out their implications.
High Value Collections
Our first category refers to collections of content that are uploaded to an online site, either as a means of sharing one's best work (e.g. in photography) or to back up particular content. These websites then become an integral part of personal information management, both as storage and as a record of what has been identified as high value. Additionally, these websites may offer useful functionality, such as tagging. Users may initially use such features for social reasons, but doing so has the consequence that the online collection acquires a richer layer of metadata than the originals, which may become a useful archival feature.
Because these sites have been selected to host a selection of content, they are easily articulated as containing meaningful artefacts. This resonates with research on material mementos and cherished objects; having a location for special content is part of the work of archiving and reinforces its status as meaningful [10] . Thus, these key websites were contrasted with other sites that might host the same type of media (e.g. photos), but that were conceptually associated with trivia and the ephemeral. The locale at which content is hosted is one way in which users make sense of their online content, with different sites being perceived as separate and distinct in meaningful ways.
Implications
This content has two key characteristics: it is associated with a digital original that is also under the user's control, and it is curat-ed, a process that is intrinsic to selecting and uploading it to the Web. As such, this content is understood as having been safeguarded, and users see little peril in leaving it where it is. Yet our data reveal that even high value collections can hardly be considered a locus of permanence. For example, three participants with significant Flickr collections had all but forgotten about their accounts (one was surprised to find that it still existed); a fourth was taking steps to avoid being "entrapped" by the site. This is not problematic in the short term, but of course the value of a backup lies in it being reliably available in the future. If users can lose track of content stored in accounts that are only a few years old, how likely is it they might remember it in 10, 20 or even 50 years? And how likely is it that their content will still be there?
For content that is backed up to the Web, a key implication for design seems to be to make visible links between the digital original and online versions of the same content. Such a scheme can take advantage of URIs or the unique identifiers many sites assign to the content at upload time and may benefit from the systems community's research on tracking item provenance [16] . A file system that informs the user that a photo is also hosted online, and that possibly incorporates some of the features of those websites (such as tags, comments, or favourites), would not only reinforce the archival qualities of those websites, but could also serve as a reminder that content is backed up, where to, and perhaps if that account is becoming vulnerable (e.g. through disuse).
Collections that are Curated Online
A second category refers to content that primarily exists and is curated online. Examples include Pinterest boards, blogs, and even collections of tweets. These collections are hosted online and largely comprise other-generated content. There is no digital original under the user's control, and while duplicates exist (e.g. the person who uploaded a photo that has been pinned on Pinterest may hold the original and may host it elsewhere online), these would be difficult to obtain by the user if their collection was lost (even if simply because it's hard to remember what's in the collection). Thus, the collection is a means of curating but also supporting the re-finding of content that has been encountered online.
Implications
Collections of other-generated content are vulnerable to loss, and so implications chiefly relate to supporting their backup. Services already exist to support the backup of Pinterest boards, tweets and blogs, and this can take advantage of the curation that has already occurred online. For example, paid-for services such as pin4ever.com enable users to also store the visual juxtapositions, re-pins and likes that relate to pinned content. Such sites enable users to retain aspects of the site that lend that content meaning, and also provide the advantage of permitting a local backup. This seems essential: as users transition across sites and services, they are only likely to pay for backup accounts while they are active users of the primary site. As active use falls off, users are unlikely to remember their once carefully curated collections, and still less likely to accidentally stumble across them. Having copies stored with other valued content makes future encounters with them more likely, even if they are largely forgotten.
Collections that Emerge through Use
A third category stems from collections that are not so much formed through curation as generated through use. Examples here include folders of webmail that evolve over time, and the social graphs that emerge via social network services. In both cases, the user has made many incremental decisions regarding whether or not to store an email or accept a friend request, and the result is a collection of content that gradually accumulates.
Implications
Content in this category is similar to collections that have been curated online, in that it is not related to a digital original or duplicate that the user can easily access, and that it is the result of a curation of sorts. However, rather than coherent collections, these were often seen as useful resources, to be kept just in case. For example, it was interesting to note that within social network sites, the social graph was often deemed more important to keep than the content itself. Implications for design include support for search (e.g. being able to re-find old emails or locate contacts), and for ways to back up a social network that will remain meaningful over time. As social networks in particular are often intrinsically tied to a site, backup requires a consideration of how to support a compelling experience of browsing a disused network, particularly after a proportion of it has moved on to a new site.
Content for Consumption in the Moment
A fourth category is user-generated content posted to social network sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, appearing in news streams and associated with consumption in the moment. While social media can become a component of curated collections, it was generally seen as a means of communicating, enacting social responsibilities, and presenting one's face to the world. Thus, and despite the fact that a good deal of personal content is generated via them, social network sites were not seen as holding meaningful records or artefacts, and participants reacted strongly against the notion that one might wish to download and keep this type of social media.
What is particularly interesting here is that this view of social media as ephemeral seemed to generalise to media types that were, in other circumstances, deemed important to keep. Photos and videos, which were repeatedly cited as the types of content that one ought to safeguard, somehow became viewed as more trivial when hosted on a social network site like Facebook. Participants placed little value in the metadata associated with these files (such as comments and tags), which might be considered as embellishing the original. Further, when participants had no access to the digital original, they believed friends and family, rather than a website, were the best route to it. It was only in the circumstance of the interview that some participants began to reconsider these assumptions: would they in fact be upset if they lost their Facebook photos? Could they really rely on friends or family to produce all the YouTube videos that they appeared in?
Implications
As this type of content is generally viewed as not worth keeping, or as being reliably stored as a digital original elsewhere, participants did not see the need to back it up; nor did they wish for it to be automatically archived for them. This resonates with prior work [12] that has shown that people would rather lose some of their content than keep, and be overwhelmed by, all of it, no matter how automatic the keeping is. Unpacking frivolous from worthwhile social media presents huge difficulties, and may indicate why our participants made broader distinctions between their online content. Viewing everything on Flickr as valued and everything on Facebook as inconsequential may be a one-dimensional way of managing one's personal information, but it seems likely that richer strategies quickly become intractable.
However, exploring the concept of a personal archive with participants did reveal some ways in which social media might be leveraged. Firstly, while participants reacted against the need to keep social media that they had generated themselves, they did express an interest in knowing what people were saying about them, especially if those comments related to some key event or artefact, such as a gig, mp3 release or thesis. Thus, one opportunity would be to support users in identifying and linking (positive) social media to a digital original that is located elsewhere; enabling users to browse social media by pivoting around key artefacts.
Secondly, our exploration of crafting revealed that, while social media are not valued as standalone artefacts, they might be creatively combined in new and interesting ways. For example, the reappropriation of tweets as photo captions could support a new set of uses for them, which is associated with longevity rather than consumption in the moment. This resonates with recent research that has demonstrated the incorporation of social media in collages and scrapbooks [19] .
Dynamic Content: Profiles and Personal Pages
A final category is represented by profiles and (less frequently) other personal Web pages, examples of dynamic content where changes are more apt to be destructive, as there is no easy way to undo edits. Furthermore, change is commonplace, as without it the user runs the risk of presenting an obsolete or outdated face to online communities. Although we were surprised at the lack of sentimentality with which old profiles were viewed, we saw two instances in which participants regretted having deleted, or lost access to, old profiles, and a third in which a participant was seeking a compelling way to back up his dog's Facebook profile. As with all personal content, one of the difficulties associated with user profiles is being able to predict what value they might hold in the future. But keeping profile pages presents a unique set of challenges. They are not generally seen as standalone artefacts which can be kept offline, but leaving disused, or out-of-date, profiles online presents its own complexities. Put simply, profiles are resources for action in the present, thus when moving on from old social network sites, users delete, remove or overhaul them in order to avoid setting misplaced social expectations. Where this is difficult to achieve, anxiety can result.
Implications
Profiles and personal Web pages make an interesting category because they are constantly in flux; content is lost frequently because it is overwritten or deleted by the users themselves, and these losses may only be regretted much later on. This suggests the possibility for a time machine-like interaction; one that allows the user to go back and revisit old profiles, rather than take steps to specifically back these up. Similar functionality is offered by sites like the Way Back Machine [26] , but a personalised take on this, which archives a user's profile at moments of creation and then radical overhaul, may play a role in personal information management. Nelson et al. offer a mechanism for recovering this type of personal content after the fact from what they refer to as the Web Infrastructure [17] , and McCown et al. have designed a mechanism for crowdsourcing link reliability in this context [15] .
The Web as a Personal Archive
Our analysis highlights why drawing content from the Web to form an integrated archive does not offer a good solution for personal information management. However, we can draw a number of conclusions from the above, which underpin how the Web is, in itself, an archive of sorts, and how this usage might be better supported.
Place matters. This relates not only to the placement of content in certain sites with the aim of reaching different audiences, but also to how the meanings that become associated with those sites then impact the ways in which the content in itself is perceived. Drawing on Harrison and Dourish [7] , we might suggest that these websites acquire a recognisable and persistent social meaning, which shapes how they are understood as places for particular types of content. Content on different sites is thus associated with different core values, which determine what is seen as worth keeping and what is superfluous.
Placing matters. That content is deliberately placed somewhere, rather than simply building up, is also important. Pinterest and Facebook are both social media sites of sorts, but in our study they were viewed very differently. One was seen as a site for curated and valued collections, one as an uncontrolled accumulation of trivia. Interestingly, social network sites were often valued more for the (curated) network that they represented, than the content that they delivered.
Storage matters. With physical artefacts, people can put their content on display, keep it in functional storage for practical usage, or place it into deep storage where it can be safely hidden away [10] . With online content, this distinction is weakened. Content is often on display by default, with no compelling option to keep it privately. Better options for dealing with dormant profile pages and archive sites, including ways of securing access in the future, could help here.
A coherent whole matters. There was a general sense that the keepable comprises photos, videos and music -content that resonates with long-held notions of what matters, and that takes the form of standalone artefacts. However, the Web comprises many other content types that may be worth keeping, including collections, social graphs and profile pages. These things are difficult to keep as a whole, but ways of doing so may prove valuable.
The digital original matters. Finally, users may judge the value of online content in relation to a separate, digital original. If stored locally, these originals may offer new opportunities for exploring online content, such as social media or archived versions of the same content. If stored remotely, other backup solutions may not have been considered, but they may be valued post-hoc.
Conclusion
This exploration of possibilities for archiving online content has led us to question many of the assumptions that we held going into this research. While we expected users to be concerned that their personally meaningful content is under the control of others, or hosted in ambiguous locations in the Cloud, we found that the notion of drawing it together, in a secure and centralised archive, raised a separate set of issues. Corralling this content in an archive juxtaposed what we have unpacked as five different categories of online content, each of which raise different implications for design in relation to personal information management. Fundamental to our analysis is the importance of place. In contrast to prior work, which has positioned online storage as somewhat ambiguous and consequently problematic, we saw that users drew on their understanding of the site of storage in managing and giving meaning to their own content. Paradoxically though, we saw that the embracing of certain sites was characterised by transience. Users invest in key sites, archiving their content or interacting with their network through them, and then overhaul or abandon them. That these sites cannot be safely stored away, and instead at best degrade, at worst are deleted or forgotten, raises a fresh set of challenges. Resolving the paradox of how to keep online content, which is public-facing and carries expectations of being up to date, is key.
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